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One day in chocolate land 

One day I went to a chocolate land named Choco, it is located in a city named 

Bengaluru. The gate itself looked so cool with melted chocolate dripping down 

from it. I was going to the Hershey’s section where I was surprised to see my 

friends. After enjoying bucket full of Hershey’s chocolate, I felt like sucking on 

some tasty lollipops. After enjoying more than six lollipops, I exclaimed “ oof its 

been a long day”. Even though I had spent a long day in Choco, I hadn’t had enough 

fun, so the next day I headed back to try out the different rides in Choco like 

lolliglide, chocopool and lots more, my friend had also come to try out these fun 

rides with me. Once we entered Choco I couldn’t find my buddy who had come 

with me to have fun. I was super angry that my friend gotten lost and we couldn’t 

enjoy the fun rides, I was so angry that I felt like blasting a bomb, so I headed 

to the bomb factory of chocolates “sour bomb”, I blasted a few bombs. This did 

wonder….. because those bombs took out my anger and it also got my coward 

friend from his hiding. Once I found my friend, we enjoyed our day at Choco and 

headed back home late. Just when we entered our house, our mothers asked 

raging mother’s asked “ where have you both been for so long” we just looked at 

each other and gave a wink.  
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Blurb 

  

The Chocolate Land is a story of fantasy and friendship that tells a tale about 

two friends in a world of candies and chocolates. The story offers visual image 

rides and is indeed recommended for children of the age group below 12 

years.  The story is a product of pure imagination and must be read in that 

spirit. 

 

 


